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Introduction to Court Rolls 
The Macclesfield Court Records consist of hundreds of Rolls handwritten in abbreviated Latin and 

they are almost entirely un-indexed, so that a full search is demanding if not impracticable. They are 

currently held at The National Archives (TNA) in London. They relate to the Manor, Borough, and 

Forest of Macclesfield. The following outlines the attempts, so far, to trace back the evidence for the 

Plont/Plant name in these rolls to an early date. 

Other evidence indicates that the main Plant family, as determined by DNA evidence, was initially 

clustered around the boundary between east Cheshire (Macclesfield Hundred) and the 

northernmost tip of Staffordshire (Leek parish) in the North-West Midlands of England. Though 

there is earlier evidence for the name elsewhere on the Continent and in England, this article is 

concerned with the earliest evidence for the name in this specific main homeland.  

The location of the Royal demesne, where the Lord’s Park was enlarged and constantly repaired 

during the fourteenth century, is now, according to C.S.Davies, by Park Lane and the Gawsworth 

Road in Macclesfield. During when the Black Prince (1330-76) was Lord of the Manor, war horses 

were bred and cattle were imported from Wales, among other places, for fattening.1 About 5 miles 

north-east of the Royal demesne was Rainow, where Ranulpf Plont was renting land by 1384 as 

stated explicitly in the Forest Rolls. About 7 miles north of the Royal demesne was Poynton, to 

where the illegitimate descent of the Warenne earls of Surrey removed in the mid fourteenth 

century.2   

                                                           
1
 Clarice Stella Davies (1976) A History of Macclesfield, p. 12. 

2
 John de Warenne, 8

th
 Earl of Surrey (d 1347) had a mistress, Maud de Nerford, by whom he had several 

illegitimate children, including sons John, Thomas, and Edward. It is generally accepted that the latter was Sir 
Edward Warren of Boston and Skeyton in Norfolk (d ca.1367/8) whose sons released rights to these Norfolk 
lands. Edward had married in 1342 Cecily de Eton who was heiress of Robert de Stockport of Poynton in east 
Cheshire and, about 1370, Edward’s son John inherited the Eton and Stockport estates including Poynton in 
east Cheshire which became the family seat of his heirs. 
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Results of latest searches 
In the first (17 April 2012) in a recent series of searches, aimed at extending existing evidence for the 

Plonts back to before the 1380s, at least seven called Plont(t) were found including a female, in the 

Rolls between 1369 and 1380. In all, 35 Plont entries were found of which fourteen were for Rand, 

six for Rad, four for Rado, three for Rando, three for Honde and one each for Elena, Thom, Willo, Ric 

and one for which the forename was undecipherable. Most of these are in lists of names, for 

standard fees or fines for stray animals or pannage (allowing pigs to graze on acorns in the Forest). 

However, the name Thom Plont appears in a 1374-5 paragraph that is eleven lines long (Figures 21 

and 22) of which two lines apply directly to Thomas. The translation evidently places Thomas, with a 

stray bullock near the fence of the land of the Black Prince’s Vaccary (livestock rearing station) at 

Midgley.3 This was near Wincle near Allgreave, at the county boundary roughly midway between 

Macclesfield and Leek towns.4  

In a further search of still earlier records for Macclesfield Forest (3rd May 2012), extending back to 

the 1360s, only three definite Plont(t) entries were found. These were for three distinct Plont(t)s 

having the same forenames as three of the seven Plont(t)s found in the 1370s: Rand; Willo; and, 

Thom. The first two were in 1360/61 fees or fines for stray animals; no other of the pre-1369 rolls 

includes a list for Escapura (stray animals). In a different Roll, Thom Plontt appears in a 1363/64 list 

of Indictments, giving no details.5  

Additional searches (19th June 2012) found a passage of 1365/66 text (Figures 67 to 70) mentioning 

Thomas Plontt. Extended searches of indictments up to 1393/94 also found an entry for Thom 

Plonte (1375/76).  

Still further searches of the SC6 rolls, mainly accounts with just occasional mentions of names (30th 

August 2012) found no Plant entries. 

                                                           
3
 Rec. Soc. of Lancs and Chesh. Vol.134 'Accounts of the Manor and Hundred of Macclesfield 1361 to 1362'. 

The index gives up to 20 references for Midgley, mostly relating to account entries but there is a general 
description of the vaccary in the introduction. The following extract is from Valley of the Wild Stream: A 
History of Wildboarclough: 2 Volumes. "Midgley is the oldest tenement in the township. It now lies in Wincle, 
close to the Wildboarclough/Wincle boundary and some of its lands have lain in each township. We saw in 
Chapter 3 that there was a vaccary there belonging to Hugh le Despenser in 1286. In 1359 the Black Prince 
caused Robert de Foxwist's grange to be taken down and rebuilt at Myggelegh, and the Prince not only kept 
his own stock there under his stock keeper Alexander de Prestwich Cross, but also rented the right to 
depasture ewes there to Adam de Kyngeslegh. In 1409 Midgley was one of the districts granted to John Savage 
and Reginald del Dounes, having the same nominal status as Wildboarclough, Saltersford, Harrop, Shutlingslow 
and Toddscliff. By the sixteenth century it was home to Thomas Browne, one of the bowbenders of the Forest. 
The survey of 1611 showed Midgley among the Earl of Derby's freeholdings in Wincle, occupied by Thomas 
Browne." 
4
 Combermere Abbey held nearby land, until the dissolution of the monasteries around 1537. At the end of the 

12th century, Randle Blundeville, Earl of Chester, had granted to the monks of Combermere Abbey, near 
Nantwich, one carucate of land, situated in his Forest of Macclesfield “In a place which is referred to as 
Winchul” for the sole purpose of erecting a grange thereon, together with sufficient pasture for 2,000 sheep 
and their young ones each and every year; a total of 24 cows, with two bulls, and their young ones; 16 oxen 
and for 6 horses and 10 mares and their young ones, every three years. 
5
 There is also a 1357 entry for Ricd fil Plot (Figure 49). However, it seems very unlikely that there is any 

connection to the Plont name. In his Surname Dictionary, Reaney explains the surname Plott or Platt as 
meaning `dweller at or by the small patch of land’. 
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Summary of latest results 
The earliest known Plonts in Macclesfield Hundred are found in Escapura and Pannage  lists, apart 

from a few court indictment records for the "outlaw" Thomas Plont. There are several Escapura lists 

available for the 1370s, only one in the early 1360s, and none before that. It is hence not significant 

that the Plont records in East Cheshire extend back to no earlier than these available records.  

 

In detail we have for these records, working backwards: 1379 one Plont (Hond); 1378 four (Ric, 

Rand, Rad, Willo); 1377 one (Hond); 1376 one (Rad); 1374 two (Rad, Rand); 1370 three (Rand, Rad, 

Ellena); 1369 three (Rand, Rad, Honde); then in the isolated earliest Escapure record of 1360 two 

(Rand, Willo). This might represent a fairly constant population of a handful of Plonts in the area. It is 

not entirely inconceivable that they arrived, or were first surnamed, as an extended family group 

(e.g. a father with 3 sons or so) in this area perhaps as late as the 1350s. However, the fact that the 

name Rand (also Hond) is found quite commonly around Cheshire suggests that those Plonts with 

these forenames might have been born in the county no later than around 1350, even if Rand Plont 

was still young when he was fined for "escaped" animals in 1360. Hence, this does not compare very 

well with a contention that James Plant, who carried away goods from Warren lands in Norfolk in 

1352, was the source for an extended family group arriving in East Cheshire around that time. The 

Plonts may have been established in Cheshire before then.  

 

These dates begin to take us back towards Richard Plant being granted rights to coal at Ewelowe in 

Flintshire (part of the Cheshire administration) in 1301. However, we can still do no better than 

guess at the possibilities for the first Plonts in Cheshire. It is unfortunate that the Plont records in 

East Cheshire run out before we get back to a convincing local start to the surname. That said, these 

records are much better than those that are normally available for this early and they indicate that 

the Plont name was well established in Macclesfield Forest not long after, if not before, the mid-14th 

century Black Death, which reached Cheshire by 1349. This was soon after the death of the last Earl 

Warren in 1347 whose illegitimate descent found their way to this area at some stage around the 

later half of the fourteenth century, during much of when the Black Prince was Earl of Chester, 

having been awarded the office aged 3 in 1333. No clear association has been found with such 

nobility, either Princely or Warren, apart from a proximity to the Black Prince’s vaccary at Midgley of 

the `outlaw’ Thomas Pont followed later, before the end of the century, by John and Richard Plont. 

There are particularly active entries here, from the earliest known times, for the name Thomas 

Plont: 

   1363/64 Thomas Plont indicted (Fig 53) 

   1365/66 Thomas Plontt judged as an outlaw and committed to prison until a surety can be found 

for his good behaviour. 20s. (Figs 67-70) 

   1373/74 Thomas Plont had pastured a bovettum, that is a two year old bullock, within the forest 

area at the Midgley vaccary of the Black Prince and had then taken it across the county boundary, 

the River Dane, where the authority of the Justiciar’s Eyre would not run, thus saving it from 

distraint which otherwise would have taken place owing to him not having paid the escaepius or 

stray fine, i.e. a fine or licence fee for grazing in the forest area.  (Figs 21-22) 
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   1375/76 Thom Plonte indicted at the Eyre in Macclesfield (Figs 61-62) 

At Easter 1379, Thomas Plonte was accused of aiding and abetting the beheading of John de Warton 

at Leek, across the county boundary, under the authority of the Abbot of Dieulacres Abbey, as 

recorded in the Plea Roll of Easter 1381.6 7 8 On 5 May 1382, he received the King’s Letters Patent, 

pardoning him of all felonies committed previous to 10 December 1381 around the same time as 

when Richard II was granting pardons to those involved in the so-called Peasants Revolt though 

there is no evidence for this particular revolt having taken place in Cheshire (Appendix A).  

In 1397, John and Richard Plont were accused, with six others, by Peter de Legh of trespassing with 

cattle at Quarnford which, according to the 1842 Ordnance Survey map, was 0.3 miles across the 

county boundary (River Dane) from Midgley Gate (just 1.1 miles east of Midgley). Peter de Legh was 

part of the Cheshire administration and a supporter of Richard II and, when the king was usurped by 

Henry IV, Peter was executed at Chester on 10 August 1399 (Appendix B). 

It seems appropriate to comment on the few known early locations of the Plonts. The Black Prince 

had three vaccaries in Cheshire, one at Midgley Gate and another 6 miles to the north at Harrop in 

the township of Rainow9 where, by 1383/84, Ranulph Plont was renting land. The Midgley Gate 

vaccary was evidently a few hundred yards from Quarnford (Appendix B) and under a mile from the 

rock cleft Lud’s Church in Staffordshire which, according to legend, was associated with Robin Hood 

style outlaws and was the Green Chapel in the contemporary romantic poem Sir Gawain and the 

Green Knight. Thomas Plont had been outlawed in 1365/66. In 1373/74, following the bad winter of 

1372-73, when two-thirds of the calves at the Midgley vaccary died, Thomas Plont had taken a 

bullock from the Midgley vaccary across the county boundary. Though its economy was in decline 

                                                           
6
 A royal commission of inquiry in 1379 recited 'information that one William, Abbot of Dieulacres, desiring to 

perpetrate maintenance in his marches and oppress the people', had kept a band of 21 retainers 'to stay with 
him . . . to do all the mischief they can to the people in the county of Stafford and that they have lain in wait 
for them, assaulted, maimed, and killed some, and driven others from place to place until they made a fine 
with them' (Cal. Pat. 1377-81, 362). In 1380 a similar group was indicted for having beheaded John de Warton 
at Leek by command of Abbot William. The abbot surrendered and was imprisoned, but he was soon pardoned 
and released (Ibid. 516; S.H.C. xiv(1), 153-4). Abbreviations: Cal. Pat. = Calendar of the Patent Rolls preserved 
in the Public Record Office (H.M.S.O. 1891–1986); S.H.C. = Staffordshire Record (formerly William Salt 
Archaeological) Society, Collections for a History of Staffordshire. 
7
 The account mentioning the role of Thomas Plont in the beheading is given at S.H.C. xiv 156-7.  At this Easter 

1381 session, the defendants were committed to the Marshalsea. A postscript adds the widow of John de 
Wharton failed to appear at a further session at Easter 1382 but two defendants did: Thomas Page (who had 
struck the victim on the head with a baselard after he had been shot by an arrow) and Thomas Plonte (who, 
along with John le Sumpter, had aided and abetted the nine armed men involved in the actual killing). Thomas 
Payge and Thomas Plonte produced King’s Letters Patent of pardon (dated 15 May and 5 May 1382 
respectively) and they were released on finding security for good behaviour (Appendix A). 
8
 Ian Mortimer’s The Time Traveller’s Guide to Medieval England (London 2008) page 216 continued 219 states 

“The [county] sheriff, or his deputy (the under-sheriff) may be informed straightaway if the crime is deemed 
serious enough to warrant calling out a posse comitatus: a group of armed men who will pursue the criminal 
until he is caught. In such cases, a criminal evading arrest may be beheaded on sight – provided the coroner is 
present and provided the wanted men had not reached the sanctuary of a church”. It seems that the Abbot of 
Dieulacres was deemed to have exceeded his authority, perhaps by not passing on confiscated goods to the 
crown as it was the purpose of the coroner to ensure. Through the Abbot’s arrest, payment might have been 
ensured. 
9
 Booth, P. H. W., editor (2003). Accounts of the Manor and Hundred of Macclesfield, Cheshire , Michaelmas 

1361 to Michaelmas, 1362; Record Society of Lancashire and Cheshire, Cheshire, UK; pp. xxxvi – xxxix.  
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employment at the vaccary was replete in 1375 but the vaccary apparently closed when the Black 

Prince died in 1376 (Appendix C). The earliest known record for Plonts in Staffordshire, across the 

county boundary from Cheshire, occurs shortly afterwards, with the 1379 beheading incident under 

the auspices of the Abbot of Dieulacres Abbey (Appendix A). The subsequent extraordinary 

proliferation of the Plant family, particularly in the county of Staffordshire, might have related in 

part to the substantial influence and lands of Dieulacres Abbey. 
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Some extracts of possible relevance to the name’s meaning 
In 1982, Anne Curry (currently Professor of Medieval History at Southampton University) supplied W 

Keith Plant with details of occurrences in the Forest Rolls of the Plont name in 1383-4 and 1399-

1422. These are included, along with for example some incomplete 1370-74 information, in Keith’s 

20-page report, relating to those searches, which is available at:  

 http://www.plant-fhg.org.uk/MacclesEarlyKeithSearches.pdf  

In particular, there are (in outline) the following records: 

 1351-2 Walshe family holding lands from the Black Prince to the rental value of 3s 6d 

 1383-4  Ranulph Plont renting lands in Rainow formerly belonging to John Walshe, 3s 6d 

 1401 Roger Togod and Richard Plont are guarantors for John Togod and Nicholas le Gardiner 

for the farm (i.e. gathering and sale) of dead wood; Ranulph Plont is guarantor for Nicholas 

le Gardiner for the farm of coal 

 Their role as guarantors suggests reasonable prominence; the Plonts possessed  livestock; 

and, John Plont jnr started acquiring land at Rainow in the 1410s (apparently he who was 

subsequently listed as one of 98 Knights, Gentlemen and Freeholders in Macclesfield 

Hundred in 1445)  

The surname Walshe is believed to mean `from Wales' and the Welsh meaning of plant is `children', 

not gardener, for which the name le Gardiner is here in evidence.   

There have been various hypotheses for the origins and meaning of the Plant name and several are 

in play here: e.g. proximity to the Warren descent of Geffrey Plante Genest as well as to the 

“Plantagenet” Black Prince; a link to the Welsh meaning `children’ or `offspring’ of plant, given that 

the meaning `young person’ is recognised by the Oxford English Dictionary and is evidenced in 

Cheshire literature; and, a link between the possible metonymic meaning `gardener’ of Plant and the 

name le Gardiner. Though relevant, evidence here for the meaning is not conclusive. 

Evidence for Honde Plonte at Lyme  
There are 12 lists for Pannage (allowing pigs to graze in the Forrest) “in/within” Lyme, dating 

between 1369 and 1384, according to the book... 

 A.M. Tonkinson (1999) Macclesfield in the Later Fourteenth Century: Communities of Town 

and Forest, pp. 73-75. 

Tonkinson notes that only 10 names appear in 3 of more years, indicating that they were resident 

there (or nearby), and one of these was Honde Plont(e), who appears 3 times. Hugh Hond(e) 

appears 6 times.10  

                                                           
10 There is also a 1402 entry, Hundred Court of 17 July, Hugh del Worth and Hugh Honde of Tytherington acknowledged 

that they owed John de Macclesfield, clerk, of Macclesfield, £4 

 

 

http://www.plant-fhg.org.uk/MacclesEarlyKeithSearches.pdf
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It might have been conjectured that it is not impossible that Honde Plonte could have meant 

`children or offspring of Hugh Honde’ and so searching for the latter name was included in more 

detailed searches.  

However, in his Surname Dictionary, P.H.Reaney considers Hand (or Honde) as a forename as well as 

a surname, citing Honde Cottrell in 1288 in the Assize Rolls of Cheshire. Also, there were others with 

the Plont name who were contemporary with Honde Plont(e). Moreover, Figure 54 contains a 

1364/65 entry for Margha fil Honde which can be taken to suggest that Honde as a surname could 

have developed from Honde as a forename, instead of vice-versa. 

More detailed searches for 1369-80 
Nine entries for Ran(d) Plont(t) in the year 1369-70 were indexed in... 

 Ray Hulley (1993) Transcription of Macclesfield Court Rolls 1369-70 

Escape List (fines for allowing animals to graze in the Forest) North 

Cheshire FHS journal.  

Ray (Guild Member 693) has also supplied, in a private communication, a page of initial information 

about the Plants though these are mainly in much later records: 

 http://www.plant-fhg.org.uk/MacclesInitialRaySearches.pdf 

For a fee, he has found the further evidence of the Plont name in 1369-80 and this is reproduced 

below. 

1369-70 (TNA Roll SC2/253/4) 

This includes the 9 transcribed entries for Ran(d) Plont(t);  also, Honde Plonte was found on the 

reverse of a non-transcribed membrane. 

 

102 Ran Plontt 

117 .... pphm Rad Plont 

139 Rand Plont 

155 Rand Plont 

164 Rand Plont 

182 Rnd Plont 

214 Gillo fil Regd de Lowe pphm Rando Plont 

233 Rand Plont 

249 Rand Plont 

pphm = at the petition (or request) of 

        fil = son of 

 

Images from SC2/253/4 membrane 8 obv 

 

http://www.plant-fhg.org.uk/MacclesInitialRaySearches.pdf
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Figure 1: 1369-70 entry 102: Rand Plontt (image 5183) 

 

 

 

Figure 2: 1369-70 entry 117: ?Plup pphm Rad Plont (image 5184) 
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Figure 3: 1369-70 entry 139: Rand Plontt (image 5179) 

 

 

Figure 4: 1360-70 entry 155: Rand Plontt (image 5180) 
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Figure 5: 1369-70 entry 164: Rand Plontt (image 5181) 

 

 

Figure 6: 1369-70 entry 182: Rand Plontt (image 5182) 
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Figure 7: 1369-70 entry 214: Gill fil Regd de Lowe pphm Rado Plontt (image 5185) 

 

 

Figure 8: 1369-70 entry 233: Rand Plontt (image 5186) 
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Figure 9: 1369-70 entry 249: Rando Plont (image 5187) 

 

 

 

 

 

Images from SC2/253/4 membrane 10 rev 

 

This includes 1 entry for Honde Plonte as the last entry under a heading for Pannage. 
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Figure 10: 1369-70 heading: Pannag anno III E xliij – i.e. 1368/9 (image 5189) 

 

 

Figure 11: 1369-70 last entry in Pannage list: Honde Plontt (image 5188) 
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1370-1 (TNA Roll SC 2/253/5) 
This Roll includes 8 entries for Rand/Rado Plont, also 1 for Elena Plont. Membrane 4 contains 

Escapes of the Forrest and membrane 5 obv is for Pannage. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12: 1370-1 membrane 4: heading and Rand Plontt entry (image 5190) 
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Figure 13: 1370-1 m 4 Escapes: pphm Rad Plontt (image 5191) 

 

 

Figure 14: 1370-1 m 4 Escapes: Rand Plontt (image 5192) 
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Figure 15: 1370-1 m 4 Escapes: Rando Plontt (image 5193) 

 

 

Figure 16; 1370-1 m 4 Escapes: Rand Plontt (image 5194) 
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Figure 17: 1370-1 m 4 rev Escapes: Rado Plontt (image 5195) 

 

 

Figure 18: 1370-1 m 4 rev Escapes: Rando Plontt and next-but-one Elena Plontt (image 5196) 
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Figure 19: 1370-1 m 5 obv Pannage heading: ?anno xliiij  - i.e. 1369/70 (image 5199) 

 

 

Figure 20: 1370-1 m 5 obv Pannage: Rado Plont (image 5198) 
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1374-5 (TNA Roll SC2/253/8)  
 

This roll includes 1 entry for Thom Plont and 3 entries for Rad/Rand Plont. Also extracted, for 

comparison with the Honde Plonte entries, is a Pannage entry for Hugo Honde. 

The entry for Thom Plont is in the 10th line of an 11-line paragraph which heads apparently an 

Escapes of Macclesfield Forrest list of names. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 21: 1374-5 m 6 header paragraph including Thom Plontt on 10th line: LH side of paragraph (image 5200) 
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Figure 22: 1374-5 m 6 header paragraph including Thom Plontt on 10th line: RH side of paragraph (image 5201) 

 

The transcription and translation of this paragraph is as follows. 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

Document Ref.  TNA SC2/253/8/m8 Date: 1374-75 i.e. 49th year Edward III 

 

Transcribed and Translated by J.C. Sutton       Date: 25 April 2012 

 

 

Transcription Adhuc de indictatione in Itinere anno xlixo 

Equitantes foreste et viridis presentant quod Johannes le Smyth de Horton Willelmus de Rodeyerd 

(name omitted) del Hope capellanus de Alstanesfeld et Johannes le Foule venerunt apud Eruesholt 

die lune proxima ante festum apostillorum Simonis et Jude anno xlviijo et ibidem ceperunt unam 

bissam et eam interfecerunt cum leporariis arcubalisto et sagittis in destructione foreste etc. 

Et quod Thomas filius Johannis de Redych Adam frater Ricardi de Redych et Johannes 

serviens ipsius Ade venerunt in vigil Sancti Thome apostilli anno xlviijo apud Guyth et ibiden 

interfecerunt unum cervum cum leporariis et eum asportaverunt in destructione foreste 

predicte 
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Et quod die Dominica proxima post festum Purificationis beate Marie anno xlixo venerunt 

apud le Drakekerre Adam frater Ricardi Redych et Johannes Serviens eius et ibidem ceperunt 

unam bissam et eam interfecerunt cum leporariis arcubalisto et sagittis in destructione 

foreste predicte etc 

Et quod Rogerus filius Ranulphi de Morton die Veneris proxima ante festum Nativitatis beate 

Marie anno xlvijo intravit parcum domini de Maccl’ et ibidem interfecit unum damum cum 

leporariis arcubalisto et sagittis et eum asportavit in destructione parci domini etc 

Et quod Thomas Plont cepit unum bovettum contra defensum foreste extra /Com…../ ubi 

bovettum ille depastiens fuit herbam domini in vaccaria de Miggelegh et non solutum pro 

escaepio per annum xlviijo et plus etc. 

 

Translation  Still concerning the indictments of the Eyre in the 49th year. 

 

              The Forest and greenwood riders present that John le Smyth of Horton, William 

of Rodeyerd (Rudyard), (name omitted) of Hope, chaplain of Alstanesfeld 

(Alstonfield) and John le Foule came to Eruesholt on Monday next before the 

feast of the apostles Simon and Jude in the 48th year and there they took one 

hind and killed her with greyhounds a cross-bow and arrows to the detriment of 

the forest etc. 

 And that Thomas son of John of Redych, Adam brother of Richard of Redych anf 

John the servant of Adam himself came on the eve of Saint Thomas the apostle in 

the 48th year at Guyth (Goyt) and there they killed a stag with greyhounds and 

carried him away to the detriment ruination of the foresaid forest. 

 And that on Sunday next after the feast of the Purification of the Blessed Mary in 

the 49th year there came to the Drakekerre Adam the bother of Richard Redych 

and John his servant and there seized a hind and killed her with greyhounds a 

cross-bow and arrows to the detriment of the foresaid forest etc. 

 And that Roger the son of Ranulf de Morton on Friday before the feast of the 

Nativity of the BlessedMary in the 47th year entered the park of the lord of Maccl’ 

(Macclesfield) and there killed a buck with greyhounds a cross-bow and arrows to 

the detriment of the of the park of the lord etc. 

 And that Thomas Plont took a bullock against the forest law outside County when 

that bullock had grazed the grass of the lord in the vaccary of Miggelegh 

(Midgley) and he had not payed for the stray fine during the 48th year and more 

etc. 

 

Notes 
This is an extract from the Justiciar’s Eyre Roll for Macclesfield Hundred and the Borough of 

Macclesfield for 1375. It is not a Forest Eyre. The Justiciar’s Eyre took place annually in the winter 
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months in all the hundreds of Cheshire except for Macclesfield when it was held in the summer as 

travel in that hundred was considered  to be too difficult in winter time. 

In the final presentment it appears that Thomas Plont had pastured a bovettum, that is a two year old 

bullock, within the forest area at Midgley and had then taken it across the county boundary, the River 

Dane, where the authority of the Justiciar’s Eyre would not run, thus saving it from distraint which 

otherwise would have taken place owing to him not having paid the escaepius or stray fine, i.e. a fine 

or licence fee for grazing in the forest area.  

 

In translating names, both of persons and locations the form as it appears in the original document is 

retained for surnames and place-names. Where the modern form of a place-name is the probable 

location referred to this is added in brackets immediately following the first appearance of that name.  

With regard to christian names these appear in their modern form in the translation.  

Brackets thus  / . . . . . /  indicate an illegible word or phrase 

   [………]  a missing portion of text which the transcriber can 

reconstruct 

   <……..> words interlined in the original 

   (………) editorial comment 

 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

Figure 23: 1374-5 m 6: Rad Plontt (image 5202) 
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Figure 24: 1374-5 m 6: Rand Plont (image 5203) 

 

 

Figure 25: 1374-5 m 6: Rand Plontt (image 5204) 
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Figure 26: 1374-5 m 7 obv: Pannage heading anno xlviij – i.e. 1373/4 (image 5205) 

 

 

Figure 27: 1374-5 m 7 obv Pannage: Hugo Hande (image 5206) 
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1376-7 (TNA Roll SC2/253/10)  
 

This Roll contains 1 entry each for Hug Honde and Rad Plont. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 28: 1376-7 m 6 obv heading: Pannag Foreste de Macclesfeld ... (image 5207) 
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Figure 29: 1376-7 m 6 obv: Hug Honde (image 5208) 

 

 

Figure 30: 1376-7 m 6 rev: Rad Plontt (image 5209) 
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Figure 31: 1376-7 m 7 obv: heading catalogued as Presentments by the Foresters and William Wylot. Place Macclesfield 
(image 5210) 

 

 

 

 

1377-8 (TNA Roll SC2/253/12)  
 

This Roll contains 1 entry each for Hug Honde and Hond Plonte.  A.M.Tonkinson associates the 

Pannage lists with Lyme: a Pannage heading is shown below and there is also a doubtful mention of 

?yme in another heading though there are no relevant entries in its ensuing Escape lists in m14 obv, 

m15 obv & rev. 
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Figure 32: 1377-8 m 8 obv heading: Pannag Forres de Maccl anno III ...  (image 5211) 

 

 

Figure 33: 1377-8 m 8 rev: Hug Honde (image 5213) 
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Figure 34: 1377-8 m 8 rev: Hond Plonte (image 5214) 

 

 

Figure 35: 1377-8 m 14 obv heading: Pres Escap Fores de maccles .. ?yme ... (image 5215) 
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1378-9 (TNA Roll SC2/254/1)  
 

This Roll includes 6 entries for Rad/Rand Plont and apparently 1 each for Willo Plont and Ric Plont. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 36: 1378-9 m6 heading: catalogue suggests Presentments by the Rider of the Forest and the (Verderer - struck 
through) stockman (image 5225) 
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Figure 37: 1378-9 m6: ?Ric Plonte (image 5226) 

 

 

Figure 38: 1378-9 m11 heading (image 5216) 
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Figure 39: 1378-9 m11 Rand Plontt (image 5217) 

 

 

Figure 40: 1378-9 m11: Rand Plontt (image 5218) 
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Figure 41: 1378-9 m11: Rad Plontt (image 5220) 

 

 

Figure 42: 1378-9 m11: Rado Plontt (image 5221) 
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Figure 43: 1378-9 m11: Rand Plontt (image 5222) 

 

 

Figure 44: 1378-9 m11: Willo Plontt (image 5223) 
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Figure 45: 1378-9 m11: ?Rad Plontt and another ? Plontt entry 2 lines before (image 5224) 

 

 

 

 

1379-80 (TNA Roll SC2/254/2) 
 

 This Roll includes 1 entry each for Hond Plont and Hug Honde. 
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Figure 46: 1379-80 m5 obv: heading (image 5227) 

 

 

Figure 47: 1379-80 m5 obv: Hond Plont (image 5228) 
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Further Searches: pre 1369 
 

No Plonts were found in Rolls CHES 20/6 (1359-61), SC 2/252/2 (1366/67), SC 2/253/3 (1367/68). 

Only the first 2 years of Roll CHES 20/7 (1363/64 to 1393/94) were searched. 

The following Rolls, for example, have not been searched: CHES 34/1 (1353); SC 2/252/12 (1360/61); 

SC 2/252/13 (1361/61); SC 2/252/14 (1362/63); SC 2/151/1 (1365/66) 

 

 

 

1357 (TNA Roll CHES33/6)  
 

 

 

 

Figure 48: 1357 m36: heading (image 5320) 
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Figure 49: 1357 m37: Ricd fil Plot (image 5323) 

 

Document Ref.   TNA 33/6 mm. 36-37   Date:  9th October 1357 

 

Transcribed and Translated by J.C. Sutton    Date: 08 May 2012 
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Heading   Sequitur de expediatione canum  

    Suit of hambling of dogs  

   (hambling =  maiming by cutting off a foot, or paying a fine for not doing so) 

 

 

Line 5  Adelynton Et quod Ricardus <pauper> filius Plot tenet .j. canem non expeditur  

Et quod . . .  

 

And that Richard <servile> the son of Plot holds one dog not 

hambled, And that etc. … 

 

 Regarding the abbreviated names Ran., Rand. and Rad. The first two are 

abbreviations for Ranulfus and Randulphus which can be translated as Ranulf, 

Randal, or Randolf; very popular in medieval Cheshire emulating the Norman Earls 

of Chester. The third, Rad, is usually an abbreviated form of Radulphus meaning 

Ralph. 
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1360/61 (TNA Roll SC2/155/87) 
 

Escapes of the Forest of Macclesfield: In the 1370s the Plont(t)s (especially Rand Plontt) feature 

repeatedly in the Escapes lists; but, this is the only earlier such list. It has one entry each for Rand 

Plont and Willo Plont. 

 

 

Figure 50: 1360/61: heading and Rand Plontt (image 5310) 
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Figure 51: 1360/61: Willo Plont (image 5311) 

 

1363/64 to 1364/65 (TNA Roll CHES20/7) 
 

The remainder of this Roll, up to 1393/94, has not been searched. 
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Figure 52: 1363/63 m1: heading (image 5333) 

 

Figure 53: 1363/64 m1: Thom Plont (image 5336) 
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Figure 54: 1364/66 m1 rev: heading and Margha fil Honde (image 5337) 

 

Additional Searches (June 2012) 
The following Rolls were searched: 

 remainder of CHES 20/7 (indictments 1363/64  to 1393/94) – see below for finds; 

 SC 2/252/7 m5 (1355/56 Fines List) – no Plant finds nor in previously searched m4 list of 

villagers; 

 CHES 34/1 (1353/54 to 1357/58) – abandoned as unproductive; 

 CHES 33/5 (1348 single membrane Regard Roll) – no Plants; 

 SC2/252/13 m 10 (1361/62) – no Plants in Fines list; 

 SC2/253/1 (1365/66) – see below for finds. 

The following Rolls need a special request (said to be “wrapped separately”) and were not searched: 

SC2/252/12 (1360/61) and SC2/252/14 (1362/63). 

 

1365/66 to 1393/94 (TNA Roll CHES20/7 ctd) 
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Figure 55: CHES 20/7 m2rev 1367-68 heading (image 6243) 

 

Figure 56: CHES 20/7 m2rev Honde del Dale nup Molendnap (image 6244) 
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Figure 57: CHES 20/7 m3obv 1370-71 heading (image 6245) 

 

Figure 58: CHES 20/7 m3obv Avisia le Fletcher (not Plont) (image 6247) 
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Figure 59: CHES 20/7 m4rev 1373-74 heading (image 6248) 

 

Figure 60: CHES 20/7 m4rev Maria de ?Peevere (not Plonte) (image 6250) 
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Figure 61: CHES 20/7 m5obv 1375-76 heading (image 6251) 

 

Figure 62: CHES 20/7 m5obv Thom Plonte (image 6252) 
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Figure 63: same entry as image 6252 (image 6253) 

 

Figure 64: CHES 20/7 m5rev ... & Rogus del Plat, Vill Maccl section, 9 lines down (image 6254) 
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Figure 65: CHES 20/7 m15 obv 1387-88 heading (image 6258) 

 

Figure 66: CHES 20/7 m15rev Thomas de Irlond (not Plont) (image 6259) 
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1365/66 (TNA Roll SC2/253/1) 
 

Note: m 8 was searched first before returning to m1. This is reflected in the order of the Figures 

below. An entry for Thomas Plontt was found on m8obv, encouraging further searches of all 

membranes which yielded no further Plont entries (albeit a lot of entries for similar names, notably 

Plat). 

 

The transcription and translation (by Jim C Sutton of the Ranulph Higden Society) of the Thomas 

Plontt entry (m8obv) is as follows: 

6263 Heading 
Fines facta coram prefato Justiciario in eadem Itinere etc. 

Fines made before the foresaid Justice in the same Eyre etc 

 

6264 Passage beginning Thomas Plontt (left side of entry) 

6265 ditto right side of entry 

 

Fine De Thomas Plontt utlagio et similiter iudicato pro eodem De fine /solut./ perplgium Gilberti 

de Hulcokes et Roberti de Holynsets Et commitatur prisone quousque securitas invenietur de 

bono gestura <erga forestam perplegium Walteri de Homeldum et Johanis le /Dey/ sub pena 

xls.> xxs. 

 

Fine relating to Thomas Plontt outlaw and similarily judged for the same. Concerning the fine paid by 

the pledge of Gilbert de Hulcokes and Robert de Holynsets And he is committed to prison until 

surety can be found for his good behaviour <overagainst the forest by the pledge of Walter de 

Homeeldum and John le Day under pain of 40s.> -------20s. 

 

A further entry (m1rev) was not for Plont but has been translated and transcribed (by J C Sutton) as: 

6267 Heading and  first passage beginning Thomas le ? left side 

6268 ditto right side 

 

Hundrum die lune proxima post festum Sancte Trinitatis anno supradicto 

Hundred court Monday next after the festival of Trinity in the above year. 

 

Misericordia xij.d. Thomas le Glovere de civitate Cestrie et Hamon filius eius pro … 

In mercy 12d.  Thomas the Glovere of the city of Chester and Hamon his son … 
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Figure 67: 1365/66 m8obv heading (image 6263) 

 

Figure 68: 1365/66 m8obv Thoma Plontt, utlagio, LHS f entry (image 6264) 
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Figure 69: 1365/66 m8obv ditto, RHS of entry (image 6265) 

 

Figure 70; 1365/66 ditto, centre of image (image 6266) 
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Figure 71: 1365/66 m1rev section heading and Thomas le Glovere (not Plonte), LHS of entry (image 6267) 

 

Figure 72: 1365/66 m1rev ditto, RHS of entry (image 6268) 
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Figure 73: 1365/66 m5rev Regnd de Platt (for name see Fig 75, line 1), Willus fil Regd del Platt (see Fig 75, line 7), LHS of 
entry (image 6269) 

 

Figure 74: 1365/66 m5rev ditto, RHS of entry (image 6270) 
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Figure 75: 1365/66 m5rev ditto, RHS of entry (image 6271) 

 

Figure 76: 1365/66 m5rev Regnd del Platt, LHS (image 6272) 
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Figure 77: 1365/66 m5rev ditto, RHS (image 6273) 

 

Figure 78: 1365/66 m9obv heading (image 6274) 
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Figure 79: 1365/66 M9obv ... versus Regnd del Platt etc, LHS (image 6275) 

 

Figure 80: 1365/66 m9obv ditto, RHS (image 6276) 
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Figure 81: 1365/66 m9obv Regnd del Platt and Willm fil, LHS (image 6277) 

 

Figure 82: 1365/66 m9obv ditto, RHS (image 6278) 
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Figure 83: 1365/66 m10obv heading (image 6279) 

 

Figure 84: 1365/66 m10obv Regd del Platt, LHS (image 6280) 
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Figure 85: 1365/66 m10obv ditto, RHS (image 6281) 

 

Figure 86: 1365/66 m10obv Regd del Plantt and Willo fil (see RHS), LHS (image 6282) 
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Figure 87: 1365/66 m10obv ditto, RHS (image 6283) 

 

Figure 88: 1365/66 m10obv Regd del Platt and Willo fil, LHS (image 6284) 
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Figure 89: 1365/66 m10obv ditto, RHS (image 6285) 

 

Further Searches (August 2012) 
 

No Plant entries were found in the following rolls: SC6/785/7 including membrane 9. Macclesfield 

Great Roll of Debtors); SC6/802/9 (4 membranes); SC6/802/10 (4 mems); SC6/802/11 (4 mems); 

SC6/803/1; SC6/1297/3 (including Bailiff’s account). 

 

Appendix A: Thomas Plonte and the beheading of John de Warton 
Staffordshire Historical Collections XIV, pp.156-157. Extracts from the Plea Rolls. Coram Rege. Easter, 

4 R II (i.e. 1381). 

 

Staff. Henry de Bradeshawe of Lek, Thomas Page, of Lek, Robert le Wryght of Lek, the 

younger, and others previously named, were attached at the suit of Almarica, formerly wife 

of John de Warton, for the death of her husband, and the sureties for the prosecution were 

John de Ipstanes, chivaler, and Richard de Thornbury. 
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And Almarica, in her own person, appealed the said Henry and the other defendants, and 

stated that John de Warton was in the peace of God, and of the King at Lek, in co. Stafford, 

on the Saturday after the Close of Easter, 2 R II [1379], at the ninth hour of the day, when 

Henry and the other defendants laid in wait for him, and the said Henry shot him with an 

arrow to the heart and killed him. 

And Thomas Page struck him on the head with a baselard, and caused a mortal wound, so 

that if he did not die of the blow of the said Henry, he died of the blow given him by the said 

Thomas. 

And Robert le Wryght shot him with an arrow in the back and gave him a mortal wound, so 

that if he did not die of the blow given him by Thomas, he died of the blow given him by the 

said Robert. 

And Richard del Kychen struck him with a sword in the stomach and caused a mortal wound, 

so that if he did not die, etc. 

And Richard de Bradeshawe likewise gave him a mortal wound in the stomach with a sword, 

etc. 

And Thomas le Cook struck him on the head with a staff and caused a mortal wound, etc. 

And Nicholas le Hunte struck him with a sword in the body causing a mortal wound, etc. 

And William Balle struck him with his sword and cut off his head.  

And she appealed John le Sumpter, and Thomas Plonte, for aiding and abetting the others to 

commit the felony. All the defendants appeared and denied the felony, and put themselves 

in the country, and the Sheriff was ordered to summon a jury for the Morrow of the 

Ascension, and the defendants were committed to the Marshalsea. 

A postscript states that the process was continued till Easter Term, 5 R II [1382], when 

Almarica failed to appear to prosecute her appeal, and the defendants were quit of the 

appeal, but had to answer to the suit of the King, and they stated they were not guilty, and 

appealed to a jury which was summoned for the Quindene of Holy Trinity, and they were 

released on bail. John Knyghtleye, Nicholas Bradeshawe, John Bradeshawe, and John 

Whethales, becoming sureties for them. And on the Morrow of the Ascension, Thomas Page 

and Thomas Plonte surrendered, and produced the King’s Letters Patent, pardoning them 

for all felonies committed previous to the 10 December, 5 R II [1381]. Dated 15 May and 5 

May respectively, 5 R II [1382]. They were released on finding security for their good 

behaviour. And the process was continued against Richard Bradeshawe till Michaelmas 

Term, 6 R II, when a writ of nisi prius was issued, moving it to be heard at Stafford by the 

Justices of Assize, when a jury stated on oath that he was not guilty, and the jury being asked 

who were the abettors and maintainers of Almarica, stated that she had appealed him of her 

own will, and not by the aid or procurance of anybody else, and they assessed the damages 

of Richard at 100s.  m. 19. 
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Appendix B: The Quarnford incident 
In 1393 there was a mysterious rising in Cheshire, apparently aimed primarily against Richard II's 

hated enemy Thomas of Woodstock, duke of Gloucester, then justice of Chester. The king 

proclaimed his innocence of any involvement, but the fact that he found it necessary to do so casts 

doubt upon his protestation. At all events it provided him with a pretext to remove Gloucester from 

the post of justice and enabled him to consolidate his authority over city and county.  

 

This evidently bolstered the influence of Peter de Legh of Lyme in east Cheshire perhaps impinging 

on the Plants. Just across the county boundary from the Midgley vaccary, which had evidently been 

closed in 1376, there is the following incident involving the Plant family in the Plea Rolls which 

recorded the proceedings of the king's court at Stafford at Easter 1397 (Staffordshire Historical 

Collection XV, pp. 78-79). 

 

 

"Peter de Legh sued John de Rudyert, Thomas, son of Alice de Padleigh, John Plont, Richard 

Plont, Edmund de Sutton, William Chaloner, John del Lowe, and John de Hardyngbothe, for 

treading down and consuming his grass to the value of £10 at Quernford, with their cattle. 

 

The defendants did not appear, and the Sheriff was ordered to distrain John de Rudyert, 

who had found bail, and to arrest the others, and produce them on the Quindene of Holy 

Trinity. m. 64." 

 

 

It might not have been to the long-term disadvantage of these Plants, however, that they had run 

foul of Peter de Legh. In 1399 the city of Chester surrendered to Henry Bolingbroke, duke of 

Lancaster, without a fight. Before the king's arrest the duke stayed at Chester castle for 12 days, 

drinking the king's wine, wasting fields, and pillaging houses. While there, he also secured the arrest 

and execution of Sir Peter Legh of Lyme, one of Richard's leading retainers in Cheshire. Richard 

himself, captured at Flint some two weeks later, was taken to Chester and detained for a few days in 

the castle. This marked the usurpation of the throne by the House of Lancaster. 

Appendix C: The Black Prince’s vaccaries by Prof Richard E Plant 
Summary of Section II, “The Macclesfield Cattle Enterprise,” of the Introduction to Accounts of the 

Manor and Hundred of Macclesfield, Cheshire, Michelmas 1361 to Michelmas, 1362. 

We have a great deal of detailed information about the management of the Macclesfield cattle 

enterprise, but next to nothing about issues related to policy, such as why the decision was made to 

set up the enterprise in the first place, why Macclesfield was chosen, and what the cattle were used 

for. Sir John Wingfield was the Black Prince’s business manager and made all decisions regarding the 

enterprise. The first stock-keeper, Alexander Crosse, was appointed in 1354 and requested funds for 

the enterprise. This request was refused because of tight money following the Poitiers campaign. 

The herd was built up over the course of nine years to a maximum size of 707 head in 1363, followed 
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by a gradual decline to a little over half that number in 1376, when the enterprise was closed. Most 

of these cattle were not bought, but rather transferred from other of the Prince’s properties. 

The primary objective of the enterprise was to breed and rear cattle to be sold as mature beasts, 

primarily oxen but also cows. There was some dairy production, but this was secondary. There is no 

evidence that the oxen were to be used for food; rather, the indication is that they were primarily 

used as draft animals. Moreover, the evidence indicates that the oxen were bred for use as plough 

animals, rather than the more expensive wagon animals. There is some speculation that the 

enterprise was established in the anticipation of a military campaign in Scotland, which never 

occurred. 

The stock-keeper had a staff of five men, called “garciones,” and two dairy-women. The employees 

were paid in both money and food liveries. The cattle were kept in three enclosed demesne 

pastures, at Macclesfield, Midgley, and Harrop. Two of the stock-keeper’s assistants were based at 

Midgley and one at Harrop. Men were also employed seasonally to cut hay. 

John Alcock retired as stock-keeper in 1373 and was succeeded by Alexander Jayler, a forester. The 

loss of young stock was always high, typically around 30 to 40 percent. In the severe winter of 1373-

74 it reached 65%. Moreover, an unusually large portion of the cows did not calve successfully in the 

first place. The calving was particularly bad after the winter of 1373-74, and the new stock-keeper, 

Jayler, testified under oath that this was because of the severity of the winter. 

After the Black Prince’s death in 1376, ownership of the enterprise passed to his widow, Princess 

Joan. As far as is known, the enterprise was discontinued and the cattle were sold off.  There is no 

knowledge of why this was done, but it may have been for economic reasons. The pay of the staff 

did not decline over the life of the enterprise, but the income from the sale of cattle did. There is 

evidence that the demand for cattle in the Cheshire area was declining in the 1370’s. There is also 

evidence for a gradual cooling of the Cheshire climate in the late fourteenth century, contributing to 

declining calf births and increased calf mortality. Moreover, the cooler weather may have reduced 

the production of feed on the demesne itself, resulting in the need for greater expense to pay for 

the collection of feed externally. The continued high level of expenditures up until the end indicates 

that the decision to close the enterprise did not come until late. “It was, perhaps, the loss of two 

thirds of the young stock in the dreadful year of 1373-74 that signaled that an end had to come.” 

 


